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Abstract

“Quorum Sensing” has been identified as one of the most consequential
microbiology discoveries of the last 10 years. Using Quorum Sensing bac-
terial colonies synchronize gene expression and phenotype change allowing
them, among other things, to protect their niche, coordinate host invasion
and bio-film formation. In this contribution we briefly describe the elemen-
tary microbiology background and comment on some of the approaches that
have been used to model this important phenomenon. We also informally
show that Quorum Sensing is computational complete and suggest some
applications where this computational method could impact other areas of
computer science.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in analytical biotechnology, computational biology, bioinformat-
ics and computational modeling promise ever deeper understanding of the com-
plexity of biological systems, particularly the computations they perform in order
to survive in dynamic and hostile environments. These insights will ultimately en-
able researchers to harness the living cell as a computational device with its own
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sensors, internal states, transition functions, actuators, etc, and to program them
as "nano-bots" for particular tasks such as targeted drug delivery, chemical fac-
tories, nano-structures repairs, bio-film scaffolding and self-assembling, to name
but a few.

In this paper we will focus on one of the most important mechanisms for
bacterial cell-to-cell communication and behavior coordination under changing
environments: "quorum sensing (QS)". QS have been described as "the most con-
sequential molecular microbiology story of the last decade" [19, 3]. It relies on
the activation of a sensor kinase or response regulator protein by a diffusible, low
molecular weight, signal molecule (a "pheromone" or "autoinducer") [11]. In QS,
the concentration of the signal molecule reflects the number of bacterial cells in a
particular niche and perception of a threshold concentration of that signal mole-
cule indicates that the population is "quorated" i.e. ready to make a behavioral
decision [18].

Natural QS is a powerful computational mechanism that endowsPseudomonas
aeruginosawith the capabilities to coordinate a population-wide attack necessary
to breach host’s immunological defences. Other bacteria (both Gram-negative and
Gram-positive), likeV. fischeri, A. tumefaciens, E. carotovora, V. harveyi, B. sub-
tilis, S. aureus, S. pneumoniae, etc., also use QS for different purposes and it is
usually mediated by a variety of sensors/receptors, regulons, etc.

In this paper we will present an overview of Quorum Sensing inP. aeruginosa
and we will comment on some of the techniques that have been used to model this
phenomenom. We will also show a more “computationally flavored” approach for
QS and will mention some research tracks which could benefit from an in-depth
understanding of QS.

2 An Introduction to Quorum Sensing

In this section we will give an overview of the bacterial cell-to-cell communi-
cation mechanism known as quorum sensing (QS). QS is a widely used strategy
for behavioral coordination among bacteria. Although we will concentrate inP.
aeruginosa, a Gram-negative bacteria, we would like to remark that QS is also
used in the Gram-positive group. The main difference between the two groups
is that Gram-negative bacteria typically have a thin cell membrane, a few lay-
ers thick, which is composed in large part of lipopolysaccharide. Gram-positive
bacteria, on the other hand, contain in their cell membranes a large proportion of
peptidoglycan which interact with the "Gram Stain" and make the bacteria visible.
Gram staining was a technique originally developed by H.C. Gram to discriminate
betweenK. pneumoniaeandpneumococci. P. aeruginosa, the system we will de-
scribe in some detail, belongs to one of the mayor divisions of Gram-Negative,



the proteobacteria. Many Gram-negative bacteria,P. aeruginosaincluded, are
pathogenic.P. aeruginosais capable of infecting a variety of mammalian tissues
leading to violent infections in burn victims, users of some prosthetic appliances
(soft-contact lenses included), cystic fibrosis and patients with a weakened im-
munological systems [12]. Besides humans, this bacterium is also found in other
animals, plants and lower eurkaryotes [7]. Moreover they are known to colonize
both soil and water. Bacteria cell-to-cell communication is perhaps the most im-
portant tool in the battle for survival; they employ communication to trigger tran-
scriptional regulation resulting in sexual exchange and niche protection in some
cases, to battle host’ defences and coordinate population migration. Ultimately,
bacteria cell-to-cell communication is used to effect phenotypic change. The im-
portance of coordinated gene-expression (and hence phenotypic change) in bacte-
rial can be understood if one realizes that only by pooling together the activity of
a quorum of cells can a bacterium be successful:

It is increasingly apparent that, in nature, bacteria function less
as individuals and more as coherent groups that are able to inhabit
multiple ecological niches [6].

As P. aeruginosa’s QS mechanisms are amongst the best characterized QS
processes we will describe next its main components. The reader must note, how-
ever, that at least 25 other bacterial species share a similar global QS regulatory
network, hence the mechanisms to be described next are representative of an ubiq-
uitous evolutionary favorable strategy [12].

3 Cell-to-Cell Communication by Means of Quorum
Sensing

The QS mechanism is a communication strategy based on diffusible signals, S,
which kick-in under high cellular density. Bacteria use this mechanism to ob-
tain a population-wide coordination of infection, invasion, and evasion of a host’s
defences.

Once the mechanism is activated it usually triggers a cascade of transcrip-
tional activity which results in phenotypic changes that are frequently related
to the activation of virulence encoded regulons. As we mentioned before both
Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria employ similar coordination mecha-
nism albeit with different messenger molecules. The messenger molecules are
often called (auto)inducers or pheromones(to be denoted by S). In Figure 1(a)
we show the chemical structure of the inducers for Gram-negative and in Fig-
ure 1(b) for Gram-positive bacteria. Under low bacterial densities molecule S is



(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Gram-Negative Signaling Molecules. (b) Gram-Positive Signaling
Molecules

synthesized and accumulate. According to the specific geometry of the inducer
molecule, more precisely its length, the synthesized S are either pumped out of
the cell or simply diffuse into the surrounding environment1.

Once in the environment, the inducer molecules that are usually much smaller
than small proteins (and certainly tiny compared to the bacterium itself), disperse
quickly and sometimes get in contact with other individual bacteria who occasion-
ally ends up absorbing the inducer molecule. In addition to the inducer molecule,
bacteria also produce a receptor molecule R. At high inducer’s concentrations
(within the cellular membranes) and once a specific threshold concentration is
reached, the receptor molecules R binds to the inducers S forming a molecular
complex. In turn the pheromone bound version of R, R◦ S, binds to a specific
chromosome region thus activating or repressing the transcription of certain genes.
Moreover, as the gene encoding the syntethase I for the inducer S (denoted with
i, i.e. it is represented with the same letter as the synthetase, I, but in italics) is
positively regulated by the complex R◦ S, a rapid signal amplification, i.e. posi-
tive feedback and hence the name autoinducer, takes place. The transcription ofi
into I results in the synthesis of excess molecules S that diffuse out of the bacteria
and into the local environment. It is important to note that although it is possi-
ble to speak of “diffusion” in the case of Gram-negative, in Gram-positives the
signal molecules don’t diffuse out of the cell, instead they are secreted using ac-
tive transport systems which in some cases activate the appropriate signals as they
are getting out (eg. Staphylococcus aureus). Also in Gram-positives the active

1In Gram-positive bacteria S is always actively transported out of the cellular membrane.



molecule does not get into the cell; instead it activates cellular surface receptors
which in turns relays the activation to other proteins resulting in the transcriptional
response.

The amplification loop is shown in Figure 2(a). Under high cellular density,
and once the QS is activated, the positive feedback effectively triggers a chain
reaction that bridges the gap between various physical scales. That is, Quorum
Sensing is a mechanism which processes and integrates information that ranges
from the nano-level of the cell interior to the macro-level of a bacterial colony
(sometimes visible with the naked eye) in a short period of time. Figure 2(b)
gives a graphical representation for this phenomena.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Overlapped Quorum Sensing systems inP. aeruginosas. (b) Multi-
scale effects mediated by Quorum Sensing. A cell (from among a group of cells)
senses an increase in inducer molecules (in red) in the surrounding environment.
The internal feedback loop is activated and, in turn, deposits more inducers into
the external medium. The increase in inducers concentration in turn triggers other
cells to react leading to a chain reaction.

The chain reaction, mediated by the high mobility of S in the environment,
ensures that more and more individual bacteria are activated within a short pe-
riod of time producing a population wide behavioral shift. This behavioral shift
is possible because QS activates the coordinated transcription of multiple genes.



Consequently, in QS, the concentration of the signal molecule reflects the number
of bacterial cells in a particular niche and perception of a threshold concentration
of that signal molecule indicates that the population is "quorated" i.e. ready to
make a behavioral decision. Wagner et al. [15] report that inP. aeruginosaup
to 394 genes are activated by QS while 222 are repressed. In a recent review [6]
it is estimated that between 6% to 10% of the whole genome is affected by this
mechanism. Some of the phenotypic changes actuated by QS are increase in vir-
ulence, changes in the production of secondary metabolites, conjugation, growth
inhibition, motility, swarming and bio-film formation. The reader must note that
the autoinducers shows in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) are mainly used by bacterial
intraspecies communication. A newly reported autoinducer called AI-2 has been
proposed as a potential universal signals that mediate interspecies communication.

Important in governing the size of the "quorum" is ’compartment sensing’
[19]. As noted above, the concentration of a given QS signal molecule may be a
reflection of bacterial cell number, or at least the minimal number of cells (quo-
rum) in a particular physiological state. To achieve the accumulation of a QS sig-
nal there is a need for a diffusion barrier, which ensures that more molecules are
produced than lost from a given microhabitat. This ’compartment sensing’ enables
the QS signal molecule to be both a measure of the degree of compartmentaliza-
tion and the means to distribute this information through the entire population.
Likewise, the diffusion of QS signal molecules between detached sub-populations
may convey information about their numbers, physiological state and the specific
environmental conditions encountered. QS is thus a natural efficient, robust and
simple mechanism for cell-to-cell communication.

4 Developments in Modeling Quorum Sensing

Modeling quorum sensing is a challenging exercise because the underlying regu-
latory network has not yet been fully characterized. Moreover, the specific magni-
tude of various model(s) parameters are difficult to come by (either from data min-
ing literature or from experiments) [12]. These difficulties are also compounded
by the fact that many species of bacteria (among themP. aeruginosa) contain sev-
eral, oftentimes overlapping, QS systems. For example,R. leguminosarumcon-
tains at least four distinct QS systems [6], whileP. aeruginosa’s QS is composed
of two overlapping systems. InP. aeruginosa, one of the two systems (QS1)
involves the LasR, LasI and the signal molecule 3O-C12-HSL (which is a ho-
moserine lactone pheromone). The second system (QS2) involves RhlR, RhlI and
C4-HSL. In what follows we will simplify our exposition by simply referring to
the receptor moleculesR1, R2 for LasR and RhlR,I1, I2 for the inducers molecules
LasI and RhlI, and withS1, S2 for 3O-C12-HSL and C4-HSL respectively. The



genes encoding the receptor and inducer proteins are represented byr1, r2 andi1,
i2. Figure 2(a) shows a simplified schematics of the interaction between the two
quorum sensing systems. In [4] the authors employ a mass action model and cap-
ture the dynamics of the process depicted in the figure by means of ordinary and
partial differential equations.

To give the reader a flavor of models based on differential equations we will
follow in some detail the model introduced in [4]. Besides the concentration vari-
ables described above (R1,R2, I1, I2,S1,S2, r1, r2, i1, i2) it is also necessary to in-
clude in the model a variableC representing the concentration of the complex
made by the dimerisation of, lets say,R1 with S1. A variable derivative with re-
spect to time (e.g.dV

dt ) will be represented byV′, also, as we will describe only
one of the feedback loops we will refer simply toR,S, etc without the indices.

In [4] the authors assume that moleculesRandS are dimerised at ratekRS and
degraded at ratekC which gives the following equation:

C′ = kRS ∗ R∗ S − kC ∗C (1)

Similarly, the receptor proteinR which is consumed during the dimerisation
with S degrades with a ratekR and is produced by the break-up ofC and by the
translation of mRNA r (represented by the new variablemR) at ratek1:

R′ = −kRS ∗ R∗ S − kR ∗ R+ kC ∗C +mR∗ k1 (2)

At the same time the autoinducer, which degrades at ratekS, is consumed
when complexC is formed but it builds up by the degradation ofC and by the
syntethaseI at rateK2,

S′ = −kS ∗ S − kRS ∗ R∗ S + kC ∗C + I ∗ k2 (3)

The reader must note that the last terms in Eqs. 2 and 3 depend on the rate
of genes transcriptions and then translation for the associated molecules. Genes
transcription is usually modeled as having a Michaelis-Menten production rate.
After some algebra with Eqs.2 and 3 the system to solve becomes:

C′ = kRS ∗ R∗ S − kC ∗C (4)

R′ = −kRS ∗ R∗ S − kR ∗ R+ kC ∗C + VR ∗
C

kR+C
+ R0 (5)

S′ = −kS ∗ S − kRS ∗ R∗ S + kC ∗C + VS ∗
C

kI +C
+ S0 (6)



whereR0, S0 are basal production rates. A further simplification of the system
can be achieved by observing that from a biochemical viewpoint the complex for-
mation betweenRandS (to giveC) is usually faster than the mRNA transcription,
this is modeled by assuming thatC is in quasy steady state. In numbers this means
thatkC ∗C = kRS ∗ R∗ S which when it is put into Eqs. 4, 5 and 6 gives:

C =
kRS

kC
∗ R∗ S (7)

R′ = −kR ∗ R+ VR ∗
C

kR+C
+ R0 (8)

S′ = −kS ∗ S + VS ∗
C

kI +C
+ S0 (9)

Eqs. 7, 8 and 9 describe the variation as a function of time of the concen-
trations of the complexC, the receptorR, and messenger moleculesS withinthe
cell. We need to include terms to account for the fact thatS migrates across the
cellular membrane (with conductanceδ) into the extra cellular space that has a
(uniform) local cellular density ofρ. Following [4] the concentration ofS in the
extra cellular space (E′) is:

(1− ρ) ∗ (E′ + kE ∗ E) = δ ∗ (S − E) (10)

and Eq. 9 needs to accommodate the conductance of moleculesS across the
cellular membrane:

ρ ∗ (S′ + kS ∗ S − VS ∗
C

KI +C
− S0) = −δ ∗ (S − E) (11)

It is possible to manipulate Eqs. 7, 8, 10 and 11 and to simplify the system’s
description as follows:

R′ = −kR ∗ R+ VR ∗
C

kR+C
+ R0 (12)

S′ = VS ∗
C

kI +C
+ S0 + d(ρ) ∗ S (13)

with

C =
kRS

kC
∗ R∗ S (14)

d(ρ) = kS +
δ

ρ
∗

kE ∗ (1− ρ)
δ + kE ∗ (1− ρ))

(15)



The system described in the last two equations shows two steady state regimes
for the concentrations ofR andS, one for when the cellular concentration is low
(in which caseR andS are low) and a different regime when cellular concentra-
tion is high (in which caseR andS have high concentrations). This switching
mechanism is characteristic of Quorum Sensing.

In recent years a few other models based on differential and partial differential
equations have been published. Some of them reflect more accurately (than the
model by Dockery and Keener described above) certain specific aspects of Quo-
rum Sensing with regards to, for example, bio-film formation. Most important
among those refined differential equation models are those by Ward et al. [14, 13]
which takes into consideration a variety of specific processes related to both the
microbiology and biochemistry of bacterial quorum sensing.

As it was pointed out in a recent paper [12], oftentimes the many parameters
required to analyse differential equation models to a level where quantitative pre-
dictions can be made are difficult to obtain. Moreover, even when sometime they
can be inferred from laboratory techniques they are not necessarily transferable
to different experimental settings. The authors in [12] argue in favor of "qualita-
tive modeling" as it can more readily accommodate different settings and allows
an iterative modeling process. An alternative modeling methodology for Quorum
Sensing could be the used of advanced bottom-up approaches, eg. multi-agent
simulations [5], P-systems [8], BioAmbients [9], etc, as they have been success-
fully applied in a variety of microbiology settings. Unlike “top-down” approaches
like the ones based on differential equations, “bottom-up” ones more easily ac-
commodate new knowledge as it becomes available. Moreover, the later method-
ologies facilitate the extraction of information that is very difficult, if not im-
possible, to obtain from more traditional modeling techniques. That is, although
specific molecular concentrations are very important features that are needed to
correctly model Quorum Sensing, they are not the only ones that are relevant.
Consider for example molecular location and cellular phenotypical changes as a
function of the topology of the colony. These features are more easily observable
and quantifiable using bottom-up modeling techniques. We anticipate however
that the best models of Quorum Sensing that will emerge in the next few years
will be hierarchically organized hybrids where some aspects of QS will be dealt
with by differential equations and others by multi-agents, process algebras or P-
systems type of tools.

In the next section we informally show that Quorum Sensing is a computa-
tional powerful mechanism that can simulate anand gate and we also show how
it can be modeled with P-systems.



Figure 3: An environment with capacity to carry two signal molecules and two
bacterial cells trying to send into the environment their excess of signals. Bacteria
bX is on, bacteria bY is off and the environment is on.

5 The Computational Power of Quorum Sensing and
P-Systems Modeling

This section presents a sketch-proof of the computational expressiveness of Quo-
rum Sensing and will introduce a simple P-system model.

5.1 Quorum Sensing is Turing Complete

Consider a system composed of three bacteria,bX,bY,bZ, and their shared envi-
ronmentE. The bacteria are said to beproducers and the environment is consid-
ered abuffer. Whenever the buffer is still capable of carrying signal molecules
it will be said to beon. The environment has acapacity or conductance limit
which depends on its physico-chemical characteristics. When the environment
has reached its saturation point it cannot receive more signals from the producers
(the bacteria) and switches itselfoff.

Each producer generates, at a basal rate, a signal molecule, when the concen-
tration of molecules inside a producer is high the producer is said to beon, other-
wiseoff, and when the producer is on it tries to place into the buffer the excess of
signal molecules. Accordingly to Figure 3 the computational device composed of
two bacteria and the environment has the following truth table:



if bX = 0,bY= 0 → E = 1

if bX = 1,bY= 0 → E = 1

if bX = 0,bY= 1 → E = 1

if bX = 1,bY= 1 → E = 0 (16)

The truth table in 16 is exactly that of anand gate and hence the Quorum Sens-
ing mechanism is computationally complete. This “compartmentalized sensing”
has been described biologically in [19]. What the third producerbZ would see?
bZ would be able to write into the shared environment only when the buffer E
is on and its own concentration is high, that is,bZ andE constitute anand gate.
Weiss et al. [16, 17] showed that communication between bacteria represent an
and gate, as it is the case with the system composed ofbZ andE. However, when
we include the local environment into the equation then what emerges is a more
powerful computational device. Other authors, e.g. [10], have also used computer
science or electronic engineering based principles to describe micro-biological
behavior. Beyond a mere computational curiosity, the fact that the environment
could play a role in the information processing mechanisms of bacterial colonies
is important as it has been shown that bacterial colonies actively seek to modify
their environment [6]. Also, Ben Jacob in [1] speculated that bacteria employ
a repertoire of “computational tools” to creatively solve a plethora of problems
related to their survival.

5.2 A Simple P-System Model for Quorum Sensing

A P-systemto model Quorum Sensing is defined as apopulation P system[2] with
priority and communication rules used by [8]:

Π = (V,wE,R,C1,C2, . . . ,Cn)

where:

1. V is a finite alphabet of symbols called objects;

2. wE ∈ V∗ is a finite multiset of objects initially assigned to the environment;

3. R is a finite set of transformation rules associated with the environment of
the forma→ y, for a ∈ V, andy ∈ V∗;

4. Ci = (wi ,Si ,Ri , >), for each 1≤ i ≤ n, with:

(a) wi ∈ V∗ is a finite multiset of objects;



(b) Si is a finite set of communication rules; each rule has the form (x; y,enter),
wherex, y ∈ V∗;

(c) Ri is a finite set of transformation-communication rules of the form
b1 . . . br → (a1)t1 . . . (aq)tq, for bi ∈ V, and 1≤ i ≤ r, r ≥ 1, ai ∈ V, and
ti ∈ {here,out}, 1 ≤ i ≤ q, q ≥ 1;

(d) > is a partial order onRi.

The environment, which can be thought of as a special type of external mem-
brane, can process objects (e.g. degrade molecules) by using environmental rules
R. The multiset of objectswE contains at mostτ objects:|wE|e ≤ τ. That is, in a
P-system model of quorum sensingτ agregagates the roles ofρ andδ in the D.E.
model. Each cellCi consists of a multisetwi and rulesSi ,Ri. The communica-
tion rules (x; y,enter) of Si are used by the cellCi to receive objectsy from the
environment whenx is present in the environment.Ri contains rules of the form
b1 . . . br → (a1)t1 . . . (aq)tq that allow cellCi to consume a multisetb1 . . . br in order
to produce a new multiseta1 . . . aq of which those witht j = hereremain inside of
the cellCi and those witht j = out go out in the environment. A ruler1 from Ri is
used in a step if there is no ruler2 in Ri which can be applied at the same step and
r2 > r1.

In general, biological Quorum Sensing once switched on it is never turned off

but rather fine tuned and regulated by other concurrent processes within the cells.
As such, we will not consider here halting computations but rather non-halting
processes, we thus refrain from specifying an output membrane. The set of rules
Ri needed to simulate a Quorum Sensing type of process are:

r i,0 : a→ ahere; r i,1 : a→ ahereahere; r i,2 : mia→ (mi)hereahereahereeout;

r i,3 : xia→ (xi)hereahereahere; r i,4 : mi x
′
i → (xi)here(mi)out;

r i,5 : mi xi → (mi)here(x
′
i )out;

andSi:

r i,6 : (qs; mi ,enter); r i,7 : (eq; x′i ,enter),q ≥ τ; r i,8 : (ep; mi ,enter), p < τ;

wherer i,4 > r i,2, r i,4 > r i,3, r i,5 > r i,2, r i,5 > r i,3, r i, j > r i,1, 2 ≤ j ≤ 5, 1≤ i ≤ n.
The set of rules of the environment are,R:

e→ e; e→ Λ.

The initial multisets arewi = a, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and wE = x′1 . . . x
′
nm1 . . .mn.

The rules inRi, besides any other metabolic rules which could be present on a
given cell, produce at a basal ratea′s (rule r i,1). If the cell Ci senses that the



environment ison, (by means of receiving the symbolmi , whenqswill occur in
the environment) then it throws oute molecules (ruler i,2); the appearance ofqs
is not modelled here. Since now on the rule producinga molecules at the basal
rate is inhibited (> relationship). The environment in turn, non-deterministically,
receives moleculese from the cells within it until a threshold concentrationτ
is reached, at that moment it signals all cells that the buffer is shutting off by
sending the messagex′i to Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If a cell Ci receives the messagex′i it can
only produce more moleculesa but cannot send them out into the environment
(modelled ase’s). The environment in the meantime decreases the concentration
of emolecules by degrading them. If the concentrations falls bellowτ then it will
signal the cells with new objectsmi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

This simple P-system model can mimic the basic behaviour of a “quorated”
system.

6 Conclusions and Future Research

A deeper understanding of biological Quorum Sensing could have an important
impact not only in the biological sciences but also in computer science applica-
tions. Quorum sensing is a mechanism that, although complex in its biological
details, is simple in its fundamental principles. Its appeal resides in the fact that,
by exploiting a simple feedback loop and the limited capacity of both the cell and
the environment to diffuse and carry a signal molecule, it is possible to bridge
the “scale gap” between the individual bacterium and the colony. Such a mecha-
nism should be usefull in many applications beyond biological ones where mul-
tiple agents needs to robustly and efficiently coordinate their collective behaviour
based only on very limited information of the local environment. As an example
of such a situation we show inwww.cs.nott.ac.uk/˜gzt/qs/quorumsensingsim.html
a set of multi-agent based simulation movies. The movies are a model of a cel-
lular colony whith quorum sensing capabilities. When quorum is detected cells
change their behaviour and start to form “bio-films”. It is possible to appreciate
the different colony-level emergent behaviour as a function of cellular density.
Thus, Quorum Sensing is an easy to implement mechanism of local interactions
which can quickly synchronize behaviour in multi-agent systems. We are actively
following several lines of research on both biological Quorum Sensing per se,
modeling techniques based on P-systems, and we are also considering a range of
computational applications. All of these will be reported elsewhere.
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